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Curriculum guides provide differentiated ideas and activities
for educators that are aligned to a sampling of standards.
The guides do not necessarily imply mastery of standards, but
are intended to inspire and equip educators.
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GRADES K – 2 Curriculum Guide

Exploring Writing through Still Life

Students will build a still life composition, explore the
space with their senses, sketch what they see and
write a narrative from the point of view from one of the
elements in their composition
Essential Question:
How can I use a still life as an engaging writing
prompt?

Process







Look at a contemporary still life painting using
“step inside” thinking routine.
Discuss elements of a still life.
Create a collaborative still life installation as a
group.
Each student will find a place to carefully observe
and draw the still life.
Students will choose an element of their drawing
and write a narrative from that point of view.
As an extension students can pair up and write a
dialogue between their element and someone
else's.

Assessment


Does the student’s writing piece reflects the details
in their sketch?

Materials

- Flowers, pots, plants, fabric or
any other interesting elements.
- Paper
- Pencils
- Colored pencils or coloring
materials
Vocabulary

Still Life- a painting or drawing of
an arrangement of objects, typically including fruit and flowers
and objects contrasting with
these in texture, such as bowls
and glassware.
Composition– the placement or
arrangement of the visual elements, such as figures, trees, and
so on in a work of art, as distinct
from the subject or the style with
which it is depicted. It can also be
thought of as the organization of
the elements of art according to
the principles of art.
Balance- how the elements of
art (line, shape, color, value,
space, form, texture) relate to
each other within the composition
in terms of their visual weight to
create visual equilibrium.
Shape- in the visual arts, shape
is a flat, enclosed area of an artwork created through lines, textures, colors or an area enclosed
by other shapes such as triangles, circles, and squares.
Form- a three-dimensional composition or object within a threedimensional composition.
Color- present when light
strikes an object and it is reflected back into the eye, a reaction to
a hue arising in the optic nerve.
Classroom Tips

Set up a space in the middle of
the room to build the still life with
access all the way around the
composition..
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ELAGSEKRL7: With prompting and support,
describe the relationship between illustrations
and the story (how illustrations support the text.
ELAGSEKW2: Use a combination of drawing,
dictating, and writing to compose informative/
explanatory texts in which they name what they
are writing about and supply some information
about the topic.
GRADE 1

ELAGSE1W2: Write informative/ explanatory
texts in which they name a topic, supply some
facts about the topic, and provide some sense of
closure.
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ELAGSE2W2: Write informative/explanatory
texts in which they introduce a topic, use facts
and definitions to develop points, and provide a
concluding statement or section.
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